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SEALING TECHNOLOGY SINCE 1878 - Specialist of flat gasketsIn addition to PTFE

gaskets, metal gaskets, isolation flaps and grooved gaskets, our product range also

includes special solutions, such as KlingerSil® and Sigraflex® graphite gaskets as

well as many other types of flat gaskets.Since the focus of our company philosophy

is on customer orientation, we develop and fabricate solutions for problematic

gaskets according to customer requirements exactly and on short notice. These also

include flat gaskets made of TopChem that meet the durability standards required

in the chemical field and are extremely acid resistant.
Our patented Waveline-WLP® refining process also enables us to supply custom

graphite gaskets, such as those made of Sigraflex®.
  QUALIFIED CONSULTING - For you on siteWhen needed, our field service and sales

representatives will provide specialist on-site consultation.
Our in-house development department provides solutions for particular challenges
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in the area of flat gaskets.In addition to custom solutions for various customers, we

also developed the patented Waveline-WLP® sealing system for minimal emissions.
  FAST DELIVERY TIMES - Our products - fast with youShort delivery times for

standard items are facilitated by a comprehensive storage programme for DIN

gaskets, sheet material and commercial items. Likewise, our flexible production

department is able to produce and deliver individually cut gaskets quickly.
  MODERN TECHNOLOGY - Forward-looking production technologyAs a result of CAD-

based plotter cutting technology, modern punch presses and comprehensive

inventory of tools, in-house flange fabrication and the Waveline-WLP® refining

process, we are able to meet demands made by our customers flexibly and quickly.
Low emission: With the steadily rising demand for low emissions, we consistently

expanded our high-grade gasket fabrication and refining processes as our core

segment in the future.
 
 PRODUCTS
 -   GASKETS
-   SPECIAL GASKETS
-   COMPENSATORS
-   PACKINGS
-   FILTER / SIEVE -   PUSH-IN SIEVE
-   TECHNICAL PLASTICS
-   TECHNICAL FABRICS
-   PTFE BELLOWS
-   WARTUNGSPRODUKTE 
  SPECIAL GASKETS 
 -   EGRAFLEX STEELFLON
-   SIGRAFLEX -   WAVELINE-WLP
-   CUSTOM GASKETS
 PRODUCT REQUEST 
 -   ELLIPTICAL SHAPE
-   OVAL STADIUM SHAPE
-   RING GASKET -   SQUARE GASKET
-   SQUARE-4-HOLE-FLANGE GASKET 
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